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Despite numerous studies of the drop impact phenomena, studies
of the fundamental mechanisms of how the splash corona and
subsequent necking yield splashed droplets, not to mention characteristics of these splashed droplets, remain a subject of great interest. Here, we consider a simple question: After impact, what are the
characteristics of splashed droplets? Spatial variations in the
fraction of splashed liquid, Sauter mean diameter, and drop-size
distribution for water and diesel impacting onto variously shaped
rods are reported. Liquid drops of nearly uniform size are continuously injected onto a 2-mm-diameter aluminum cylindrical rod at
velocities of up to 17 m/s. The impact face of the rod is flat with
angles from h ¼ 0 to 60 or it has a concave, convex, or conical
shape. The experimental results indicate that diesel breaks up more
easily than water due to its low surface tension. However, due to
increased energy loss through viscous dissipation during drop
collapse and spreading, dispersion of diesel drops upon and after
impact is less energetic than that of water since diesel droplets do
not travel as fast or as far as water droplets. During corona formation, stretching and necking of diesel drops before their snap-off are
particularly evident due to diesel’s high viscosity. Size distribution of
splashed diesel droplets is more uniform than that of water near the
impact region and water is more uniform further away.
Keywords Diesel spray; Droplet atomization; Splash corona;
Viscosity

INTRODUCTION
Drop impact phenomena are encountered in numerous
industrial applications such as spray drying,[1–6] pharmaceutical coating,[7–9] inkjet printing, painting, spray cooling, fire suppression,[10,11] and fuel injection systems of
internal combustion (IC) engines.[12] It is also relevant
to spray-drying applications where powders are produced
from suspensions and solutions that are atomized using
a various types of atomozers. In these applications,
Correspondence: Sam S. Yoon, Department of Mechanical,
Korea University, Anamdong, 5-Ga, Sungbukgu, 136-713, Seoul,
Korea; E-mail: skyoon@korea.ac.kr

drop-impact phenomena are relevant to minimizing
deposits on spray-dryer walls and also to producing powders by spraying monodisperse drops onto various substrates. Drop splashing is also important to IC engine
applications because optimization of fuel injection systems
for IC engines increases fuel efficiency and controls emissions. When fuel drops continuously impact onto a heated
wall inside a combustor, the resulting liquid film results in
fuel-rich combustion. This combustion scenario leads to
both excessive fuel consumption and substantial emission
increases. A desire to reduce emissions has prompted
automobile industries to further explore the mechanisms
of spray impact inside an engine.[13–24] This fundamental
study is also expected to shed light on the common problem in industrial spray dryers that is caused by the impact
of droplets on the interior wall of the spray chamber.
In reality, almost all fuel injection systems generate a
polydisperse spray with a wide range of drop sizes. To simplify the analysis of spray impact, a monodisperse spray is
often considered.[25] Nevertheless, the impact physics of
monodisperse spray are often just as complex as those of
polydisperse sprays. In fact, even a single drop impact
study is far from complete,[26] even though there are significant experimental and numerical studies available to the
impact of this type.[27–33] Not surprisingly, studies of how
the splashed corona and its necking tendrils lead to
splashed droplets, not to mention the characteristics of
these splashed droplets, remain areas of active research.
Questions arise: Is the liquid volume that remains on the
impact surface a function of surface tension or=and
viscosity? How do changes in impact speed and impactsurface characteristics complicate the analysis and
prediction of drop impact phenomena? These questions
will be partly addressed by our experimental studies. While
the Leidenfrost effect is important for applications in spray
dryers[34] and IC engines,[35] this work will not address the
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FIG. 1. Shapes of the impact rods.

issue of elevated substrate temperature so that we can focus
only on the splash characteristics for water and diesel.
In this work, two major parameters are considered:
liquid properties (i.e., surface tension and viscosity) and
impact-surface shape. We investigate spatial variations of
the splash including the Sauter mean diameter (SMD)
and the size distribution for water and diesel drops impacting onto a variety of shapes. Hereinafter, drops refer to the
injected fluid (water or diesel) and droplets are those that
result from impact. Liquid drops of nearly uniform size
(monodisperse) were injected at various speeds onto 2mm-diameter aluminum cylindrical rods with impact surfaces angled from 0 to 60 or with a horizontal concave,
convex, and conical shape, as shown in Figure 1.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is
shown in Figure 2. The liquid was supplied to the atomizer
using pressurized nitrogen. A pressure transducer and thermocouples were installed in the liquid supply pipe to measure injection (or operating) pressure and temperature to
within 1% error. The volumetric (or mass) flow rate was
measured using a gear displacement flowmeter with accuracy also within 1% error.
The monodisperse spray injector, subject to injection
gage pressures of 1 to 3 bar, was positioned 10 cm above
the top of the impact rod; see Figure 2b. An injection gage
pressure of 3.0 bar yielded maximum injection speeds of
16.6 and 17.5 m=s for water and diesel, respectively. To measure droplet characteristics, 10-mm-diameter laser beam
transects various x (0 < x < 8 cm) and y (0 < y < 4 cm) locations at spatial intervals of 10 mm as shown in Figure 2b.
A Malvern particle sizer measures the SMD using
Fraunhofer diffraction from a monochromatic light beam.
Splashed-droplet diameters, Ds, were fit to a Rosin-Rammler
distribution and they typically fell within 30 < Ds < 110 mm.
Based on previous experience,[36] droplet size uncertainty is
within 5% because the detector monitors a statistically
reliable average of the light scattering characteristics across
several million droplets.
A high-speed CCD camera (500 to 10,000 fps) was used
to capture images of the splashing droplets with stroboscopic illumination. All work was conducted at room

FIG. 2. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup. (b) Droplet measurement points using the Malvern particle sizer.

temperature, although additional lighting could raise local
air temperature slightly above 300 K. Nevertheless, thermal
evaporation of the splashed droplets was assumed to be
negligible; the important parameters governing splasheddroplet characteristics are the impact speed and the shape
of the impact surface (not perturbations in local air
temperature).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Surface Tension and Viscosity: Water and Diesel
Figure 3 presents snapshots of water drops impacting
onto variously shaped rods when the injected drop size
is Di ¼ 260  5 mm. Under an injection pressure of 1 bar
(which generates water drops with velocity V ¼ 10.4 m=s),
the Weber number is We ¼ qDi V 2 =r ¼ 379 (where r and
q are the surface tension and density of water) and the
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for concave- and cone-tipped rods are shown in Figures
3e and 3f, respectively, and liquid pools form atop both
rods. For the concave-tipped rod, injected drops eject large
droplets from the pool. In fact, some of the ejected droplets
were larger than the injected drops, as shown in Figure 3e. It
is hypothesized that the concave shape lends itself easily to
vortex roll-up with consequent ejection of large droplets.
The cone-tipped rod, however, does not facilitate sufficient
internal vortices, as did in the concave-tipped case.
Figure 4 shows typical snapshots for diesel. Here, as
compared to the water case, the Weber number is large
(We ¼ 975, due to much smaller r) and the Reynolds number is small (Re ¼ 352, due to higher viscosity). For injection pressure of 1 bar (yielding V ¼ 10.6 m=s for diesel),
incoming drop size is Di ¼ 260  5 mm. Note the effect of
h on overall splash phenomena (Figure 4a through 4c);
the horizontal force, Fx (and imparted momentum),
FIG. 3. Snapshots of water drops splashing onto (a) 0-, (b) 30-, (c) 60-,
(d) convex-, (e) concave-, and (f) cone-tipped rods. The dashed lines indicate the cross-sectional area of the rods. The black region outside the
dashed lines is the dripping liquid.

Reynolds number is Re ¼ VDi=n ¼ 2,370 (where n is the
water kinematic viscosity). For the flat-tipped rod (or
h ¼ 0) case, drops clearly produce a corona; see Figure 3a.
Increasing the impact angle decreases the magnitude of
splashing; see Figures 3b and 3c. When h ¼ 60, Figure 3c
shows essentially no splashed droplets because the net reaction force approaches zero with increasing impact angle.
When the rod tip is convex as in Figure 3d, the splashed
corona has a decreased diameter. Post-impact snapshots

FIG. 4. Snapshots of diesel drops splashing onto (a) 0-, (b) 30-, (c) 60-,
(d) convex-, (e) concave-, and (f) cone-tipped rods. The dashed lines indicate the cross-sectional area of the rods. The black region outside the
dashed lines is the dripping liquid.

FIG. 5. Splash fraction upon impact onto various rod shapes for (a)
water and (b) diesel.
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increases up to h ¼ 45 since Fx / sin h cos h. Horizontal
ejection of splashed droplets was less evident for water
because of its smaller relative We; i.e., smaller kinetic
energy-to-surface tension ratio. Beyond h ¼ 45, horizontally imparted force decreases, resulting in significantly
decreased splashing for both water (see Figure 3c) and
diesel (see Figure 3c).
Figures 4a and 5b plot the fraction of splashed water
and diesel droplets, respectively, as a function of nozzle
operating (or injection) pressure for the differently shaped
rods. Injected drop diameters remain fairly constant for all
pressures. Drops of water and diesel are injected at velocities between 10.4 and 17.5 m=s, yielding Weber numbers
ranging from 375 to 876 for water and 915 to 2,370 for
diesel. Splash fraction is calculated as
fsplash ¼ 1 

_f
m
;
_o
m

ð1Þ

_ o is the injected total mass flow rate and m
_ f is the
where m
mass flow rate collected from drippings off of the bottom
_ f would be zero,
of the rod. If all the fluid splashes, then m
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which yields fsplash of unity. Conversely, if no fluid splashes,
_f !m
_ o or fsplash ! 0.
then all fluid is collected and m
The splash fraction, fsplash, decreases with increasing rod
impact angle for both water and diesel; this is because of
two competing mechanisms. Horizontal and vertical forces
are Fx / sin h cos h and Fy / cos2 h; respectively. As the
vertical force decreases, cohesive forces hold more of the
impacting fluid on the rod which is ultimately collected
at its base.
Of the variously shaped rods, concave tips yield the
greatest fsplash for both water and diesel. Large splashed
droplets appear to be due to injected drops gaining mass
due to cohesive forces and vortex roll-up when they impact
into the liquid pool. Particularly for diesel, stretching and
necking of the corona before complete snap-off (or separation) of the droplets is pronounced; see Figure 4e. Similar
behavior was observed occasionally for the cone-tipped rod
that also had a liquid pool on it.
Figure 5 reveals notable differences between water and
diesel splash fractions. Diesel has slightly smaller fsplash
than water at low operating pressures and impact speeds,
except for the cone-tipped rod. At low impact speeds

FIG. 6. SMD variations for water droplets at various x and y coordinates for (a) 0-, (b) 30-, (c) cone-, and (d) convex-tipped rods.
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(10 m=s), diesel droplets do not splash far with much of
the mass simply dripping down the rod and contributing
to the non-splashed mass. However, deviations from this
trend are observed at higher impact speeds. Diesel’s
properties (smaller r) result in a larger We than water
(for equal impact velocities and drop sizes), implying that
it is easier for this fluid to break up into smaller droplets
upon impacts at higher velocity (kinetic energy). This effect
is more pronounced at higher We because We / V 2 . On
the other hand, at lower impact speeds, viscous effects (as
described by the Reynolds number) dominate; compare
coronal stretching and necking between diesel in Figure 4e
and water in Figure 3e.
As further evidence, note how diesel in Figure 4d has
a larger corona diameter that serves to dissipate the
drop’s total energy, comprising the kinetic energy, surface tension energy, dissipation energy, and splashing
energy. This greater dissipation of the total energy
(through corona formation) due to dissipation results
in the splashed droplets carrying less momentum. Ultimately, more droplets drip down the rod contributing
to greater non-splashed mass as evident in Figure 5b at
low injection pressures (i.e., 1 bar).

It is interesting to note that water-drop impacts (at 1
bar; compare Figures 3 and 4) are more dispersive than diesel, which might seem counterintuitive, considering that
diesel has a lower surface tension and correspondingly
higher Weber number. Diesel’s splashing is less dispersive
because its viscosity, six times greater than water, and frictionality dissipate more energy as it spreads on the impact
surface. Compared to water, diesel loses more energy and
momentum during deformation of the impacting drop.
Subsequently, much less energy is available for lateral
spreading and splashing. Although the surface tension of
diesel is about one third that of water, viscous energy dissipation dominates. For these two fluids, it is clear that
the larger difference in viscosity (6) has a more
pronounced effect on splashing than the corresponding
difference in surface tension (1=3).
Sauter Mean Diameter of Post-Impact Droplets
Figure 6 (data from Figure 3) shows water SMD
increasing with increasing horizontal distance from the
impact surface for all rod shapes. Apparently, larger
droplets travel further. For h ¼ 0- and 30-tipped rods,
it is difficult to infer any discernable effect of vertical

FIG. 7. SMD variations for diesel droplets at various x and y coordinates for (a) 0-, (b) 30-, (c) 60-, and (d) convex-tipped rods.
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locations (y ¼ 0, 2, and 4 cm) on SMD. In Figures 6c and
6d, for the cases of convex- and cone-tipped rods, the
SMD tends to increase with the increase of vertical direction; i.e., y ¼ 0, 2, and 4 cm. Results are not available for
the concave- and 60-tipped rods because splashed droplets
rarely intersected the laser beam and it was difficult to
measure their representative characteristics.
As the impact angle increases from h ¼ 0 to 30 (compare
Figures 6a with 6b), larger droplets are observed short horizontal distances from the rod, 1  x  3. This is because
impacts onto the flat rod are more destructive (e.g.,
Fy / cos2 h) and more likely to produce smaller droplets.
Although the horizontal momentum imparted to
droplets (i.e., Fx / sin h cos h) increases as h changes from
0 to 30, this effect is not obvious when comparing
Figures 6a to 6b. This result is in contrast to that for diesel,
which gives higher We due to smaller surface tension (see
the next section). For the cone-tipped rod in Figure 6c,
the pool provides excess liquid, yielding larger droplets.
The change in SMD along the vertical direction is more
pronounced for the cone-tipped rod. For convex-tipped
rods of Figure 6d, ejection energy of splashed droplets is
greatly reduced because spreading is radial and downward
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due to the convex shape of rod (i.e., its shape is \). As a
result, the horizontal momentum is reduced and droplets
do not travel far in the x-direction.
Figure 7 is the diesel equivalent to Fig. 6. However, the
diesel SMD data for the concave- and cone-tipped rods in
Figures 4e and 4f, respectively, could not be measured
because the splashed droplets traveled too far in the horizontal direction. SMD data for diesel (Figures 7a, 7b,
and 7d) reveal larger droplets than water because diesel’s
higher viscosity inhibits it from forming small droplets.
That is, viscosity dissipates the impact energy, thereby inhibiting formation of many small droplets (consistent with
the trend observed in Figure 4). For the convex case in
Figure 7d, diesel’s SMD is larger than water’s, which is
shown in Figure 7d. Diesel impacts onto the convex-tipped
rod show a greater distinction in SMD along the vertical
than does water.
Dispersion Coefficient of Post-Impact Droplets
Figure 8 displays the distribution (or dispersion coefficient) of the Rosin-Rammler distribution for water
at various x and y coordinates, N. The larger the N, the
more uniform the distribution (or smaller width in the

FIG. 8. Variations in dispersion coefficient of the Rosin-Rammler distribution for water droplets at various x and y coordinates for (a) 0-, (b) 30-,
(c) cone-, and (d) convex-tipped rods.
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FIG. 9. Variations in dispersion coefficient of the Rosin-Rammler distribution for diesel droplets at various x and y coordinates for (a) 0-, (b) 30-, (c)
60-, and (d) convex-tipped rods.

PDF distribution approaching monodisperse droplets).
The Rosin-Rammler probability distribution function,
N
PDF ðDs Þ ¼ ðNDN1
= D Þexp ½ðDs =DÞN , where Ds is the
s
splashed droplet diameter and D is the characteristic or mean
droplet size,[37,38] is defined as: D10 ¼ DCð1=N þ 1Þ or
3
2
D32 ¼ bD Cð3=N þ 1Þc=bD Cð2=N þ 1Þc: Here, D10 and D32
are the arithmetic and Sauter mean diameters, respectively,
and
CðzÞ is the gamma function defined as CðzÞ ¼
R 1 z1
t
e1 dt:
0
At the furthest detectable droplet distance in the horizontal direction for h ¼ 0-, 30-, and convex-tipped rods
(rightmost points on each curve in Figures 8a, 8b, and
8d), N is fairly large; N > 15; the droplets that traveled
furthest (largest horizontal distance, x) approach monodispersity. N increases with distance because near the impact,
the measurement includes all splashed droplets and further
away, only the larger, faster droplets remain, leaving a
more narrow distribution of (larger) droplets to measure.
For droplets splashing from the cone-tipped rod in
Figure 8c, their size distribution is broad (2 < N < 7)
because the impact is into a fluid pool rather than onto a
solid surface. Interestingly, most N values correspond to

the Rosin-Rammler distribution function with N ¼ 3 at
small x distances (near to the rod), which may be related
and compared with the predictions of drop-size distribution for film breakup based on percolation theory.[39]
The size distributions of diesel droplets in Figure 9 (the
experiment was carried out at the same operating conditions as in Figure 4 of 1 bar) are different from those
of water. Specifically, diesel droplets do not travel as far;
generally 30 to 40% less than water for each case because
of increased energy loss due to viscous dissipation. Shorter
splashing distance implies less size size separation and more
polydisperse droplets.

CONCLUSION
Monodisperse water and diesel drops (Di ¼ 250  15 mm)
were continuously injected onto 2-mm-diameter aluminum
cylindrical rods of various shapes at velocities of up to
17 m=s. The top of the rod was angled from 0 to 60 or its
tip was concave, convex, and conical. Spatial variations
of the characteristics (such as splashed liquid fraction,
SMD, and size distribution) of the splashed droplets were
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measured with a Malvern particle sizer. With increasing
impact angle, there is less lateral momentum imparted
and less splashing is observed. A liquid reservoir was
formed for the concave- and cone-tipped rods resulting in
drop-onto-pool impacts with behavior substantially
differed from that of drop-onto-wall.
At lower impact velocities, the splashed fraction for diesel was similar to that for water and at higher impact
speeds diesel splashed fraction was generally greater than
that of water. This behavior is explained primarily in light
of the significant effects of viscous dissipation; diesel’s high
viscosity depletes impact energy and precludes the formation of many small drops despite its increased surface tension. Although perhaps counterintuitive, despite diesel’s
lower surface tension (rwater=rdiesel ¼ 2.76), its drops break
up less easily than those of water because of the significant
energy dissipation through viscosity (n diesel=n water ¼ 6.25).
There is a loss of kinetic energy due to deformation and
collapse of the incoming spherical drop into a flat, spreading sheet and subsequent corona formation. It is also
notable that measured droplets for both water and diesel
are larger and less polydisperse with distance from impact.
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